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Collaborators
• District & Building Administrators 
• Child Nutrition, Custodian
• Second Harvest Food Bank

Meal Options for Virtual and On-Campus Learning
Virtual Learning

• Weekly drive-through meal distribution 
In-Person Learning

• Breakfast in the classroom
• Lunch served using proper sanitation and social distancing protocol 

Second Harvest Food Bank-Provides additional family meals for families in need
Goals

• Ensure that all students are well-fed and have access to meals during the pandemic
• Eliminate barrier to learning virtually by providing consistent and nutritious meals

Results
• 180 families utilize the virtual learning meal distribution.
• Distribution of meals eases families financial burden and provides a sense of normalcy for students, 

reminding them of school days before the pandemic.

Springfield City School District
Urban, Springfield, Ohio
Clark County

Virtual Learning Distribution: 5 breakfast and lunch meals are distributed at the districts service center.  The district 
decided to host a district-wide distribution site to provide adequate space for drive-through pick-up and minimize 
contact between staff and families. Staff load each vehicle with appropriate amount of boxes for each student.  
Distribution occurs every Thursday from 10 am to noon. For families that can’t make that time, another family 
member, neighbor or friend can pick up boxes as long as they have the name of students who is learning virtually. 
Distribution of meals to families is marketed on social media and signs are placed at the distribution site. Building 
principals also send “all calls” to families as a reminder prior to each distribution day.  180 families utilize this service.

Testimony from a parent: “I’m so thankful for the food program. I don’t have to worry over what my children are 
eating for lunch, but more than anything, my children feel the spirit and tradition of school-if only that one little bit 

of all the amazing spirit and tradition within the halls of their home schools.”

In-Person Learning: Students eat breakfast in the classroom instead of eating in the cafeteria. Teachers pick up 
meals in the cafeteria to distribute in the classroom from breakfast carts or grab n go bagged breakfasts are handed 
out in hallways as students enter buildings. Breakfast is eaten in the classroom. 
Lunch lines have changed to accommodate proper social distancing and minimal touching of items. Limits are placed 
on the number of students that can be in line at one time. At the high school, a gymnasium is used as a second 
cafeteria to allow spacing between students to eat. Food is served by staff members and sanitation stations are 
installed at each lunch line.  Students are reminded through signage to socially distance and to wear masks when not 
eating or drinking.  

Support from Food Bank: The food bank maintains a large-scale distribution site of their own, but also provides 
additional meals for students to take home. For example, at one elementary school, the food bank provides easy-to-
make meals for students to take home over the weekend. This assists about 200 families per week. 
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